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Introduction
Archaeology, ethnohistory, history, folklore, and ethnography each
occasionally presents limited evidence of a Wabanaki w o m a n w h o somehow stood out from the crowd. Six such cases are examined herein,
ranging in time from ca. 1600 to ca. 1870. Never is the picture clear
enough for a meaningful biography, but this only enhances our fascination with both the individual personality and her sociocultural position.
Indeed, m a n y more questions are raised than answered by the evidence
at hand. While this paper attempts no major theoretical speculations,
it suggests that aboriginal social organization in the Dawnland is still
open for further study.
The classic model of the Hunting Society in general is decidedly
male-oriented, and that usually assumed for the Wabanaki Algonquians
of northern N e w England and sub-St. Lawrence Canada conforms to
this norm. This theory seems to mesh well with the fact that, in the
southwesterly end of Wabanakia in the pre-contact era, the importance
of supplemental maize horticulture (with its enhancement of women's
status) was greater than in the rest of the Dawnland, but never so great
as to challenge hunting.
With such a conceptual orientation in mind, the following ethnohistorical vignette would be relatively acceptable at face value. It is from
an account of a 1624 English settlement attempt in what is now Portland Harbor, Maine, writtenfirst-handin 1628 by Christopher Levett
(1893:117-118).
Their wiues are their slaves, and doe all their worke the m e n doe nothing but
kill Beasts, Fish, «fcc.
O n a time reasoning with one of their Sagamors about their hauing so many
wiues, I tould him it was no good fashion, he then asked mee how many wiues
King James had, I told him he neuer had but one, and shee was dead, at which he
wondred, and asked mee w h o then did all the Kings worke. You may Imagin he
thought their fashion was vniuersal and that no King had any to worke for them
but their wiufs.

Referring to the above as the Classic/Levett Model, let us now
consider a somewhat revised approach—the Traditional/Chamberlain
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Model of "The Primitive Life of the Wapanaki W o m e n . " Eighty years
ago Montague Chamberlain struggled, often in vain, with his Victorianbred condescension to present what he considered to be a more accurate (if timeless-traditional) account than any before it. Not mentioning Levett's statement specifically, Chamberlain (1902:75) generally
feels that "the accounts written by the early colonists ... mislead u s —
not intentionally of course ..." T h e reasons (in our o w n modern terms)
are their authors' insufficient observation and ethnocentric biases.
Chamberlain (1902:81,82) believes:
W e think of these Indian wives as slaves, but that is our error. The m e n were
affectionately fond of their homes, and treated both wives and children with marked
consideration.
Another mistake we make is thinking that these Indian women had no influence.
M y experience has taught m e that if a m a n wants to gain any favor from an Indian
community he mustfirstmake sure that he has the w o m e n on his side, for if he has
not he will probably fail in his mission.

Summarizing Wabanaki female age-grades, Chamberlain (1902:81,
85-86) states:
The change from the life of a maiden to that of a wife was peculiarly abrupt.
There appears to have been three divisions or ranks in Wapanaki womanhood, which
may be defined roughly as maiden, matron, and grand-dame or No-ko-mus, "My
grandmother," as these were called. The lines of demarcation between these ranks
were distinctly drawn, and the privileges and duties of each were as distinctly separated. As maidens they indulged their love of dress and of amusement, and lived a
rather easy life; but as matrons they were patient, laborious drudges, and devoted
themselves exclusively to h o m e and husband.
When middle age was passed, the matrons were admitted to the rank of granddame or grandmother, which added dignity to their position, and gave them freedom from restraint and also brought to them other privileges denied to younger
women. As matron a w o m a n must sit in silence in the Council House, if admitted
at all; and if her husband was present when she was addressed, she could reply
only through him. N o w all that was changed. She could speak where and when it
pleased her, and her words were given respectful hearing and thoughtful consideration. The young people looked to her for guidance, the elders sought her counsel,
and all dreaded her displeasure. Perhaps superstition had some influence here, for
these people were extremely superstitious. They had an unwavering belief in divination and occult power; and the hoary locks, the weazen, wrinkled face, and the
tremulous, piping voice of old age were to them the insignia of a seer and magician.
A grandmother might rule the camp, were she possessed of a ruling spirit, but
there was usually other business that had more attraction for her. She was looked
upon as the good angel of the tribe, and passed from camp to camp distributing
her blessings. A knowledge of herbs and roots gave her skill in healing the sick,
while from her experience a^id her kind heart she drew consolation for the sad and
the despondent. She sang to the infants, taught the girls handicrafts and folktales, and inspired the braves with stories of the tribe's great dead. A n d when
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infirmities increased, and the wearied body refused to longer do her bidding she
was still respected and tenderly cared for.

Analyzing Chamberlain's presentation, we find that Wabanaki women were not slaves, and that they wielded considerable collective influence. However, he clearly implies that only elder w o m e n exercised
any individual influence in sociopolitical and magico-religious affairs,
and that even these "grandmothers" were informal direction-lenders
rather than formal directors. In short, Chamberlain provides us with
a better but still less-than-complete model with which to interpret the
following six cases of extraordinary Wabanaki w o m e n — s o m e of w h o m
held supposedly-titled formal leadership statuses, while the others apparently enjoyed considerable personal leadership roles.
"Authorityless leadership with responsibility" is not our major concern here, although it is key to Fried's (I960) "Rank Society" model
in general, and to Wabanaki leadership in particular (Morrison 1976).
The purpose of this paper is to exemplify the need to get beyond the
current shortcomings of anthropology and history. Both fail to account
for real females in the conceptualizations they use.
The Six Problem Cases
Within the period of the early 17th through the late 19th centuries,
we havefirsta mystery, then a myth, and a case (each) of succession,
affiliation, euhemerism, and shamanism to consider. The problem is
that each of these six Wabanaki w o m e n was too extraordinary for our
models to interpret.
Brassbound Madonna:

Mystery

Helen B.Camp (1975:75), in Archeological Excavations at Pemaquid
Maine 1965-1974, reports as follows on an enigmatic metal clad female,
buried with a child.
T w o unusual Indian graves were found 8 feet outside the west wall of the tavern
structure ... [one of an adult, the other of a child. The adult] skeleton was lying
on its back ... A pillow of dark earth had been formed under the head, ... and a
brass plate had been placed on the earth, so that the head rested on the brass plate.
Another brass plate on top of the skeleton extended from the shoulders to the groin.
This plate was a little less than the width of the shoulders. There were five hollow
brass tubes across what would have been the breast portion at the shoulder. These
were not quite so wide as the brass plate which covered the body ...
W e k n o w no specific function for any of the brass pieces. They certainly do
not form the parts of any armor or shield, and were not attached to the associated
leather (or hide or bark].
The five tubes, 0-3/4 to 10-1/2 inches in length, are m a d e of the same type
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sheet metal, and were strung on a single, three-strand, braided cord which m a y be
of sinew ...
Dr. Harry L. Shapiro examined the remains and believes the adult to have been
a w o m a n under forty years of age ... T h e other skeleton, a baby, he believes was
very young, possibly only a few days old ... [It appears to have been] placed naked
in the grave, apparently on top of the adult body with its head resting on her right
shoulder ...
[Leather associated with the skeletons] was dated 1630 +/- 00 years (analysis by
Isotopes, Inc.). As it seems improbable that these Indian skeletons would have been
placed within a few feet of a building, and under what w e believe was one of the
paved streets, a date earlier than 1630 seems likely.

C a m p (1975:76) states, "While metal clad skeletons of Indians are
far from c o m m o n in Maine, there are at least three instances of similar
burials." She describes each case, all of which were discovered long
ago. N o attempt at sexing is mentioned for any of the three, and the
current whereabouts of their remains apparently is unknown. Thus
the Pemaquid mystery w o m a n becomes even more perplexing: is she
typical of this type of burial?
Individual metal clad burials imply an extraordinary status or role
for the deceased. The pre-1630 limited access to European metal materials would not allow such conspicuous consumption for more than a few
special persons buried singly (or with a child). The two multi-person
Micmac "copper kettle" burial pits found at Pictou, Nova Scotia seem
far more democratic, even economical, by contrast (Harper 1957).
Therefore, especially in the light of the later examples to be discussed
below, it seems quite likely that our Brassbound Madonna either was
herself a Wabanaki political or religious leader, or was the daughter or
wife of such a sagamore or shaman, i.e., elite as well as extraordinary.
The mystery shrouds the details, however.
Angel Queen: Myth
The 9 August 1968 Moosehead Gazette (pp. 10,15) carried the following account, by octogenarian Harry Davis, headlined "Can Anyone
Find Burial Mounds Of Angel Queen W h o Ruled Indians?" Davis states
that, in the 1890s, he often assisted in guiding sporting parties in the
south-central part of Piscataquis County, Maine, between Greenville
and Katahdin Iron Works. As Davis tells it:
O n one of these trips in 1802, ... I met an aged Indian, a m a n ... 00 years old
whose ancestors were members of the tribes that inhabited this area. Being a boy
of 13, I naturaUy was interested in his tales of Indian life as they were handed down
from one generation to another. I met this Indian m a n y times after that and each
time I learned more of the Indian's life as he knew it as a boy. (The following story
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I have recorded from his experiences as he told them to me.) ...
The Indians in this section were ruled by a w o m a n known as the Angel Queen.
She was a good ruler and did a wonderful job of seeing that they all accepted Nature
as their G o d of Life. She travelled from one village to another, making the rounds
at least twice a year. She enjoyed perfect control—her word was law. She settled
all trouble that often developed between individual groups within the tribe. She
was endowed with a strong magical power and often used it to the advantage of her
subjects. W h e n they had a bad winter and were in hard circumstances the Angel
Queen would m a k e her rounds and with her usual ability and magical power she
would see that they all had food and shelter ...
All the Indians that inhabited this area worshipped this Queen and would fight
lo their death for her. She ruled these colonies for 70 years and died in the woods.
The exact spot of her death was never positively located, although members of
these colonies searched for weeks without any result. Theyfinallyconcentrated on
a place where she was last known to have been and here they erected, in honor of
their beloved Queen, three gravel mounds about seven feet high. This was done by
a few members from each section of this vast forest that she ruled over.
As the aged Indian finished this historical sketch of the life of his ancestors, I
asked him if he knew where the mounds were located and the year when they were
built. He replied that they were built in 1602 and that he knew just where they
could be found. He gave m e full directions to follow: "They will be found in a
hardwood flat about 15 miles southwest of White C a p Mountain, perhaps a mile
distant from the foot of a lower mountain near the top of which will be found a
• mall pond, well stocked with fish."
I passed this information on to several old woodsmen whose names I have records
of. Each one of them followed these directions and found the mounds just as the
aged Indian had stated. All of these m e n w h o visited these mounds at that time
are now dead, but their sons and relatives still live in this vicinity and can describe
the mounds in detail from the information handed down by those woodsmen w h o
visited them 50 years ago. As far as I know, these symbols of devotion are still
there intact, just as reported by the old woodsmen.
I now live in hopes that someone will be interested enough to relocate these
mounds and will have them staked out and well-marked as the last resting place of
the Angel Queen.

Which meaning of the term "myth" should one employ here? Falsehood? Narrative story believed to be true by those w h o tell it? It
seems paranoid to choose the former, on the assumption that octogenarian Davis or the nonagenarian Indian (or both) were hoaxing us.
Conversely, it would be naive to believe every detail of the story. Yet
there must have been a reason, at least, if not a real female sagamoreshaman, behind this "myth" of the Angel Queen, w h o supposedly died
in 1602, east of Greenville, and possibly close-by today's Appalachian
Trail.
Queene Of Quacke: Succession

Christopher Levett, whose "their wiues are their slaves" statement
was part of our Classic/Levett Model of Wabanaki society, was one
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of the few early Englishmen w h o had truly cordial relations with the
Dawnlanders. He unexpectedly dropped his "slave" approach in telling
of his hostess in the Portland Harbor area where he settled: the Queene
of Quacke (or Yorke, as Levett renamed it). Yet the account is not
clear. O n the one hand, Levett says that Quacke was her country left
to her by her father, a sagamore with no other children. O n the other
hand, Levett refers to the Queene's husband, Cogawesco, as being "the
Sagamore of Casco and Quacke." Perhaps, in modern analogy, Levett
meant that Cogawesco was King of Casco and only Prince Consort of
Quacke. The entire quotation follows (Levett 1893:104-105).
Cogawesco, the Sagamore of Casco and Quacke, told m e if that I would
• it downe at either of those two places, I should be very welcome, and that he and
his wife would goe along with m e in m y boate to see them, which curtesy I had no
reason to refuse, because, I had set vp m y resolution before to settle m y plantation
at Quacke, which I named Yorke, and was glad of this opportunity, that I had
obtained the consent of them w h o as I conceiue hath a naturall right of inheritance,
as they are the sonnes of Noah, and therefore doe thinke itfitto carry things very
fairely without compulsion, (if it be posible) for avoyding of treacherie.
The next day the winde came faire, and I sayled to Quacke or Yorke, with the
King, Queene, and Prince, bowe and arrowes, dogge and kettell in m y boate, his
noble attendance rowing by vs in their Cannow.
W h e n we came to Yorke the Masters of the Shippes came to bid m e welcome, and
asked what Sauages those were, I told them, and I thanked them, they vsed them
kindly, &gaue them meate, drinke and tobacco. The w o m a n or reputed Queene,
asked m e if those m e n were m y friends, I told her they were; then she dranke to
them, and told them, they were welcome to her Countrey, and so should all m y
friends be at any time, she dranke also to her husband, and bid him welcome to her
Countrey too, for you must vnderstand that her father was the Sagamore of this
place, and left it to her at his death hauing no more Children.

Any way one views it, the Queene of Quacke was at least a formalstatus leader through succession from her father. But whether or
not Cogawesco merely played Prince Albert to her Queen Victoria is
unknown. Certainly the Queene of Quacke was not a slave in any literal
sense of the term, and Levett's "wiues as slaves" motif must be taken
figuratively at best.
Pidianske Of Pentagouet: Affiliation
Silence thunders in this case. W e know virtually nothing about
Pidianske of Pentagouet, yet no other Wabanaki w o m a n known to us
has been such an important historic linkage. Male-chauvinist historiography would have it that only her father, husband, and son were
important, and surely they are the only famous members of this kindred. To find out anything about Pidianske, one must start with her
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husband: "Abbadie de Saint-Castin, Jean-Vincent d', baron, French
officer and Abenaki chief; b. 1652; ... d. 1707 ... " (Salagnac 1969a).
He was both thefirstvoluntarily Indianized European known to have
become a Wabanaki leader, and the special agent assigned by Governor Frontenac to urge the Wabanaki peoples of Acadia to support the
French interests. In both capacities he was highly successful.
Pidianske (or Pidiwamiska, baptized Marie-Mathilde) was the daughter of Madockawando (or Matak(w)anto, the "Wonder Worker," d.
1698), the most important Wabanaki sagamore of his time (Morrison
1974:85-93,121-122,133-134). While Madockawando's name appears
relatively often in both popular and serious writings about Maine and
Acadian history and Indians, very few biographic details about him
have yet been pieced together by serious scholars. Even his ethnicity is
nebulous, hinging on one's decision as to when the Etchemin at Penobscot withdrew eastward and were replaced by regrouping Abenaki w h o
became today's Penobscot Indians (Morrison 1978; 1980:13-14). Herein
he will be called Western Etchemin—not Abenaki/Penobscot—and be
considered a paramount sagamore, shaman, and ginap (war leader).
Bernard-Anselme was the son of Pidianske and Jean-Vincent, born
1689 at Pentagouet (now Castine, Maine) on the eastern shore of Penobscot Bay, the French coastal stronghold nearest N e w England, and the
location of the family's trading post. After his father died in 1707,
the French government relied on the newly-titled son to promote the
French cause among the Wabanaki. The genetically-European father
had chosen to become a Wabanaki sagamore and ginap so completely
that some Frenchmen had turned against him. N o w the genetically
half-Indian son chose to play the role of French officer more thoroughly
(even becoming a successful privateer), and married into one of the best
Acadian French families. Eventually he was appointed commander of
all Acadia. Bernard-Anselme died, in France, in 1720, and was greatly
missed by the colonial officials who sorely needed his Wabanaki connections (Salagnac 1969b).
W e know of Pidianske only as the linkage of affiliation among these
three key men: her father, husband, and son. It seems highly probable
that she, too, had to have been just as extraordinary a person as each
of them was, in her own unheralded way. She stands as proof-positive
of our remarkably inadequate images both of the early Wabanaki and
of most of the past in general. As has been complained often before,
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history is not "herstory" too. Clearly, Pidianske is unknown to us
today because she was considered irrelevant, in terms of male-militarychauvinist Euro-American historiography. But does that automatically make her irrelevant in Wabanaki terms also? If our models imply
so, perhaps it is only because they reflect our bias more than an objective image of Wabanaki society and culture (including values).
Jacataqua Of Swan Island: Euhemerism
Euhemerism is the combining of mythology or folklore with real
persons or events, the exaggeration of reality into a tale of heroic proportions. It would be impossible to separate fact from fancy regarding
the post-1775 life and whereabouts of Jacataqua. The Bates College
student who played the part of Jacataqua in the 1975 Bicentennial
Reenactment of Arnold's March to Quebec, Linda Griffiths (1976), researched the traditions surrounding her and wrote the following synopsis:
She must have been born around 1755, of an Abenaki mother—Rabomis, sachem
of the Swan Island tribe on the Kennebec—and a white father, possibly a French
trader. Jacataqua grew up to inherit her mother's position, became a skilled hunter,
and spoke fluent English, French, and German, as well as Abenaki. W h e n Benedict
Arnold's army came up the Kennebec in 1775, she fell in love with young Aaron
Burr and accompanied the expedition with her rifle and her yellow dog. Later,
when conditions grew worse and the starving m e n were reduced to eating moccasins,
woodpeckers, and dogs, she kept her dog out of harm's way and hunted up food for
Burr and herself.
Upon their arrival at Quebec, history loses sight of her. S o m e legends say she
left Burr for a tall, handsome Pennsylvania rifleman; others say Burr deserted her
while she was carrying his unborn child; still others say he placed her in a Quebec
convent, where the child was born, and later took her to his N e w Jersey home,
where she was shut up and died years later. W h a t is certain is that Jacataqua
never returned to her beautiful S w a n Island.

Charles Edwin Allen (1931:302-311), in History of Dresden, Maine,
presents various Jacataqua legends in detail, and Aaron Burr looms
large in them. Oddly, however, Gore Vidal (1973:48) in his Burr: A
Novel does not exploit this theme. Quite the opposite, he has Burr
state: "I should note here that I did not ever ... conduct a tragic love
affair with an Indian princess supposedly encountered at Fort Western
and loyally m y concubine until she was struck down trying to save m y
life in the assault upon Quebec."
Yet all of this is superfluous. Our real interest in Jacataqua's being
extraordinary should focus on her pre-1775 status and role of sagamore
(sachem), supposedly inherited from her mother] If that is fact it has
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structural implications for our better understanding of Wabanaki social
organization, which are far more important than euhemerism about her
love affairs. It would be equally useful to know if she really was able
to keep her dog from being eaten by hungry soldiers, and to personally
hunt game successfully; if so, in neither act was she conforming to our
usual picture of squaw behavior.
Molly Molasses: Shaman
Old John Neptune and Other Maine Indian Shamans is Fannie Hardy
Eckstorm's (1980) m a g n u m opus about the Wabanaki, recently reprinted (as it justly deserved). In this book she stresses that second only
to "Old Governor" John in shamanic importance among the Penobscot
was his longtime consort (but never his wife), known to Whitemen as
Molly Molasses. Governor John's birth and death dates supposedly
were 1767 and 1865, respectively, while those of Molly likely were 1775
and 1867. Both were friends and regular visitors of Eckstorm's grandfather and father.
Indeed, the latters' remembrances of John and Molly comprise much
of the material in the book, and it is such an intimate and detailed
account that it defies meaningful synopsis beyond the simplest generalities. Yet the major thrust of the book is that Eckstorm's father and
grandfather were totally blind to the ethnological realities of spiritual
power and native politics, which she could research only decades later,
long after the deaths of the principal characters in the drama.
In brief, John Neptune had both extensive spiritual power and excessive sexual lust. He cuckolded a Penobscot rival leader who had greater
political than shamanic clout, and w h o then forced Neptune and his
supporters to move out of the main reservation village. With the help
of another mistress (Molly), John was able to maintain both a separate
Penobscot community and a positive reputation among his followers
and Whitemen. Only with Molly's spiritual power loyally added to his
own could John have stayed in c o m m a n d of the situation, Eckstorm
indicates.
Eckstorm (1980:21) describes Molly's strength of character most
vividly in the following passages:
M y father said that Molly had a very sharp, keen eye and a peculiar way of
blackening her face like a thunder-cloud when anything displeased her. "Her face
would change its colour entirely and her eye would look thunder and lightening."
Her temper was far from the best and on occasions she would swear fluently. A
favorite expression of hers with which she prefaced inquiries was "What debble," —
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"What debble his n a m e is?" She "knew everything that was going on" and was
"keener than a knife." "She had more infl uence with the tribe," said m y father,
"than anyone except the Governor, and she was highly respected by them. People
were as afraid of her as of a witch."
W h a t m y father did not understand was that she was a witch. Old Molly had
m'teoulin, 'magic'. "If she said you would die, you would die," an Indian said to
me. The tribe actually was afraid of her and took care not to cross her. Even
white people, particularly those with guilty consciences, preferred not to anger her.
Old, lame and bent as she was, Molly stood her ground and dominated those about
her. Yet with our family she always was the best of friends. M y grandfather was a
particular favorite of hers and was usually good for sixpence or fo'pence of tribute
when she wheedled him with, "Now, Hardy, once we young we gib you berry nice
knife; now we old you gib us fo'pence."

As we have noted earlier, most extant documentation emphasizes
male activities and not those of females. John Neptune, therefore, is
Eckstorm's headlined hero, of necessity, and Molly Molasses is only
a supporting actress throughout the book, although they supposedly
were the two greatest Penobscot shamans of their time. Molly's difference from our theoretical models m a y rightly be termed a difference
of degree of importance rather than a difference of kind of expected
female behavior—but she was "different," indeed.
Conclusion
Whether fact or fancy, the six Wabanaki w o m e n considered herein
are either too extraordinary or too elite (or both) to make sense, in
terms of the older models both of the Wabanaki and of hunting peoples in general. Those conceptualizations make little if any provision
for female leadership, or even for the relevance of key females in the
presence of male dominance. The issue, in attempting to put these
cases in perspective, is not the reality of male dominance, but the inadequacy of models which stop there, and fail to take female potentiality
into account. Indeed, the relatively greater importance of male leadership in both hunting and horticultural societies is to be expected, as a
fact of life found cross-culturally (Friedl 1975). This reality should be
only the beginning of our theorizing, however.
Our six cases fall into three pairs. First, the gravegoods of the Brassbound Madonna empirically establish her relative importance either in
status or in role, and thus lend credibility to the myth of the Angel
Queen. Second, the Queene of Quacke and Jacataqua were historically documented formal leaders, through inheritance from father and
mother, respectively. Third, Pidianske and Molly Molasses are both
cases of Silent Partnership—"silent" really meaning both unheralded
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in terms of historiography record and unnoticed in terms of omission
from ethnological theory. The m e n around them are famous to us today, while their likely equally talented w o m e n are relegated to total or
semi eclipse. If that state of affairs was the Wabanaki way, then so be
it; but the other four cases imply that it was not that simple. Apparent
female obscurity m a y be based upon our values, not theirs.
Conceptual models, at best, are oversimplifications of complex matters. The decisions of what to include and what to exclude may seem
valid at one time but less so at another. W e all use models, at least
implicitly, whether we admit it or not. Indeed, "you can't get there
from here" without them, wherever else you m a y be trying to go in
space or time. Like any explicit or implicit theory in ethnology or historiography, a model opens one of our eyes and shuts the other. This
paper has attempted to demonstrate our current need of a new lens to
maximize our Cycloptic vision.
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